**Subject / Keyword List**

**Book titles**
Acts of King Arthur  
America and Americans  
Bombs Away  
Burning Bright  
Cannery Row  
Cup of Gold  
Dubious Battle  
East of Eden  
Forgotten Village  
God unknown  
Grapes of Wrath  
Journal of a Novel  
Life in Letters  
Log from the Sea of Cortez  
Long Valley  
Mice and Men  
Moon is Down  
Once There Was a War  
Pastures of Heaven  
The Pearl  
Pipe Dream  
Red pony  
Reign of Pippin  
Russian Journal  
Sea of Cortez  
Sweet Thursday  
Tortilla Flat  
Travels with Charley  
Wayward Bus  
Winter of Our Discontent  
Working Days  
Your only Weapon  
Zapata

**Family**
Carol, Gwyn, Elaine Mary, sister  
Beth, sister Esther, sister Olive, Mother, John, Father  
Thomas, John IV

**Friends**
Ricketts, Benchley, Covici, Sheffield, ect.

**Author’s style** reference to Steinbeck’s writing Style  
**Author’s travels** Steinbeck’s specific travels, touring, vacations.  
See **Travelogue**  
**Actors** Actors or cast  
**Artwork** Painting, Sculpture, Illustrations
Awards  Any award
Bibliography  a listing of Steinbeck’s works
Biography  information on Steinbeck’s Life
Book, Film, Musical, Opera, Play (review)  Brief mention
Camps  Arvin, Weedpatch or Federal camps
Censorship  Ban, Banned, Burned
Characters  fictional characters discussed
Correspondence  for Letters
Criticism  style, characters, process.
Essays  Collection of critiques
Ecology  Environment, Nature
Events  Birthdays, Conferences, Festivals
History  Contains historical content
Homes  Anywhere Steinbeck lived
Humor  Satire, Humor
Interview  Interview or a transcript.
Journals  Steinbeck’s Journals or notebooks
Legal  lawsuit, legal
Lecture  Classroom or Conference Talks
Letters  use Correspondence
Locales  Anyplace in Steinbeck’s work
Migrants  use for general migrants
Music  Musicians, music, songs, librettos,
National Steinbeck Center
Name of Place
Okies  Midwest migrants, the dust bowl
Original work  Pieces written by Steinbeck
Politics  Any mention or reference of politics
Production  Backstory on a play or film
Religion
Scholars
Short story
Teaching aid  Classroom, school, curricula
Translations  translated edition
Travelogue  travel, tour pieces on Steinbeck’s locales, homes.
For Steinbeck’s personal travel.
See Author’s travels